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Description
The Cattleman is the hat made by Akubra for the Australian Stockman's Hall of Fame, chosen because
it typifies the hats used by the cattlemen in Australia. The safeguard it provides from sun for nose, ears
and back of the neck makes this enduring Australian style a good choice for anyone spending time
outdoors. The pre-creased pinched telescope crown is 4 inches high, eyeletted. The 3-1/4 inch bound
edge brim is turned down in front and back.
Made from Akubra's Imperial Quality pure fur felt, the hat has a double ornamental band with brass
fittings and is fully lined. Reeded roan leather sweatband.
Available in sizes 56 - 61 in dark brown (almost black) and fawn (light brown).
For 130 years, Akubra has made Australia's premier fur felt bush hat. They stand up to hard use, are
weather resistant, give complete sun protection, and on top of all that - they're great looking! Whether
you are roaming the outback, riding through the bush, or out on the town, an Akubra is always in style.
Head Wear Size Chart - Head Circumference
Metric
55
56
57
58

59
60
61
62
63
Inches
21-1/8
21-1/2
21-7/8
22-1/4
22-5/8
23
23-1/2
23-7/8
24-1/4
Size
6-3/4
6-7/8
7
7-1/8
7-1/4
7-3/8
7-1/2
7-5/8
7-3/4
Size
S
S
M
M
L
L
XL
XL
XXL
When trying to find the right size hat you will occasionally find one size too small and the next too big.
Akubra recommends that you purchase the larger one and insert a liner inside the leather sweatband to
help the hat fit more snugly. A hat that feels too tight will never be comfortable. When the hat is new it
may feel a little stiff. However, with wear the leather hatband will begin to mold to your head shape.

Caring for Your Akubra
* Do not leave your hat in the sun. The hat itself will not shrink, however the inside band will and it is
difficult to stretch back.
* Rest your hat on it's crown, or hang it from a hat peg. Resting the hat on it's brim will cause the brim to
distort.
* Giving your hat a brush in a counter-clockwise direction every once in a while will help return the fur to
it's original direction.
* If the brim gets out of shape simply place it over steam (making sure not to get the inside band wet)
until the area is moist. Use your fingertips to reshape the brim and any crown marks should disappear.
About Akubra Hats
All Akubra hats are wholly made in Australia at their headquarters in Kempsey, New South Wales.
Akubra hand crafts their hats, ensuring complete control of the production process. This along with the
use of the best fur felt available, allows them to achieve the highest quality standards in the industry.
The superior rabbit fur felt used by Akubra reinforces its commitment to producing not only an
exceptional looking hat, but one of the most durable.
Each hat passes through at least 70 sets of hands and more than 100 individual processes. Why take
this care, and why use fur felt? Akubra does it for strength and durability. Fur felt is the strongest natural
fabric produced, as the individual fibres are tightly interlocked in production to form a dense, tough
matrix. It takes anywhere between 10 to 14 rabbit skins to make each hat.
Practical features including wider brims for sun and rain protection along with reeded, leather
sweatbands, made of the finest roan sheepskin, enusres a comfort and security only experienced when
wearing an Akubra.
Akubra hats carry a UPF rating of 50+, the highest classification achievable. This plus the wide brims
provide excellent protection from the sun for those who are outdoors, either at work or a leisure.
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